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2.

INTRODUCTION

Defining your ideal target audience.

Getting started.

Understanding exactly who your ideal clients are, and what motivates them to choose you and

RESEARCH & BRAINSTORM

your services is a game changer for any small business! Identify their underlying beliefs, fears

Listen to what people are telling you, both in person and online. What do they love about what

and secret desires that influence their buying decisions to get on the same page as them so

you do and why? What sort of lifestyle do they aspire to? What sorts of magazines do they

you can help solve their issue or frustration.

buy? Where do they shop? What brands do they find aspirational and how well does yours
sit alongside them? What are their ambitions? What drives them? Why are your customers

More than one target audience? Having multiple segments or audiences is perfectly fine! In

choosing to spend their money with you rather than anyone else? And why are they investing

fact, most businesses will have more than one ideal customer, especially if they offer more than

in what you do at all? Are you fulfilling a need or a desire? What are their biggest hopes, fears,

one product or service. The best way to define your ideal customer is to tackle them one at a

dreams and aspirations? What problems are you solving for them?

time. Start with the market that brings the most profit/ who you want to be the most engaged
with your business and go from there.

START WITH THE BASICS
What do you know about the sorts of people you’d love to do business with? Start with some
stereotypes, assumptions and demographics – just throw it all down on the page and begin to
refine from there. Is there a certain age, gender or subculture of person that will particularly love
your business/you want to work with? It’s okay to generalise at the moment, as we’re going to
get more and more specific.
CRE ATE A PROFILE
As you start to think about your clients’ motivations, try to visualise and bring them to life with
a name, find an image that encapsulates your client and build up a moodboard that gives you
an insight into their world with images that reflect their taste, lifestyle and the sorts of things
that motivate them. Have fun with it! And don’t stop until you’ve built up a really powerful image
in your mind. You might have up to five ideal customer profiles or segments. Don’t be afraid
to also identify those clients who aren’t the right fit for you. There’s no need to create a mood
board, but you learn so much from defining who isn’t right for you.
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TARGE T AUDIENCE
BR AINSTORM
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TARGE T AUDIENCE
BR AINSTORM (EXAMPLE)

brands/products they
love:
Kinfolk
The BEach People
Sarah's Day
Tarte cosmetics

Ted Talks
reusable shopping bags
locally made products
Dr Libby
My Food Bag
Lisa Messenger

lifestyle:
Busy / on the go
juggling health and fitness/friends/ small
children/ pets/ partner
enjoy hosting dinner
own their own home or looking to buy
shop at more expensive supermarkets as they
want to eat the best/healthiest/organic foods

challenges they face:
busy with life or business
no time to learn website/
social media
need help with business
plan
unsure whether to diy or
invest in design
lots of designers to choose
from
scared to go full time in
their own business

TARGE T AUDIENCE

Demographics:
Women
Age 20-55
Well education
Working professionals
either freelancing on
the side or full time
Earning 50k+ (high
disposable income/able
to invest in design)

closely related/
other names:
start ups
solopreneurs
Entrepreneurs
biz owners
Freelancers
Self-employed

my target
audience name
here #1

adjectives:
Knowledgeable
engaged
Motivated
eager
Locations:
New Zealand (locally)
Internationally (english
speaking/first or second
language)
gender:
Predominantly female,
maybe a husband and wife
team, bust mostly
female-led

curious
committed
creative
passionate

goals:
start their own
business
succeed in their
niche
own their own
home
work and travel
have passive income
take more breaks
with family

interests:
Interior design
traveling
watching movies on netflix
Reading motivational/self-improvement
books or blogs
Dinner parties with friends
They value:
Commitment
Transparency
Creativity
Communication
Positivity

hobbies:
Yoga and gym classes
like going to business-related or wellness
workshops / conferences

5.

Demographics
TH INK ABOUT YOUR IDE AL CUS TOMER

SELLING TO ANOTHER BUSINESS? THINK ABOUT:

Age:

Industry:

Gender:

Sells to (their target audience):

Location:

Revenue:

Education level:

Number of employees:

Occupation:

Location:

Income:

Years in business:

Number of children (if any):

This is the statistical data of your audience, and can often cover several socioeconomic
Marital status:

traits including age, gender, marital status, race or ethnicity, income, education and
occupation.
Note: Some of these may be important for your specific business niche, and some

Living status (homeowner or renter):

demographic factors may not be, so don’t worry if you can’t or don’t feel the need to fill all
these out! Often, demographics can be the most basic level to base a target audience off,
so a great starting point but not the be all and end all.
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Psychographics - Goals ands Interests
TH INK ABOUT YOUR IDE AL CUS TOMER
What are their interests:

What are characteristics of their personality:

What are their hobbies:

Adjectives their friends would use to describe them:

What are they most passionate about:

What do they believe strongly in:

What do they get up to on the weekend:

Their favourite hobbies:

Their biggest personal goal:

Describe their attitudes:

Their biggest professional goal:

Notes:

What do they value:

Their top priorities are:
Time to flesh out the personal details! Psychographics is a qualitative method used to
describe consumers on a psychological level with attributes such as personality, values,
What motivates them:

opinions, attitudes, interests, and lifestyles. You can use psychographics in conjunction
with your demographic data to build a more thoughtful profile of your ideal target markets
and audiences.
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Psychographics - Influences
TH INK ABOUT YOUR IDE AL CUS TOMER
Favourite brands:

Where do they like to buy their food:

Favourite websites:

Favourite products they have:

Where do they get their news from:

How do they consume media (ie. movies, Netflix, newspaper etc)

Favourite social media platform (if any):

Where do they go to learn about a product or service?

Favourite book:

What is their preferred method of communication?

Favourite magazine:

Notes:

Favourite influencer or thought leader:

Where do they like to shop:
Time to flesh out the personal details! Psychographics is a qualitative method used to
describe consumers on a psychological level with attributes such as personality, values,
Where do they want or love to travel to:

opinions, attitudes, interests, and lifestyles. You can use psychographics in conjunction
with your demographic data to build a more thoughtful profile of your ideal target markets
and audiences.
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Psychographics - Career

Psychographics - Personality

TH INK ABOUT YOUR IDE AL CUS TOMER
What is their industry:

Are they:
{{ INTROVERTED
{{ EX TROVERTED

Job title:

Role responsibilities:

{{ OPTIMISTIC
{{ PESSIMISTIC
{{ MORE RIGHT-BRAINED
{{ MORE LEFT-BRAINED
{{ QUIET
{{ BOISTEROUS

Size of the company:

Size of their team:

{{ PR ACTICAL
{{ PRONE TO FLIGHTS OF
FANC Y
{ { F L E X I B L E I N T H E I R WAYS
{ { R I G I D I N T H E I R WAYS
{{ SPONTANEOUS
{{ MORE DELIBER ATE
{{ METHODICAL
{{ DISORGANISED

Notes:

What skills are required for their job:

What does a typical work day look like for them:

What are their challenges at work:
Time to flesh out the personal details! Psychographics is a qualitative method used to
describe consumers on a psychological level with attributes such as personality, values,
What is their dream job:

opinions, attitudes, interests, and lifestyles. You can use psychographics in conjunction
with your demographic data to build a more thoughtful profile of your ideal target markets
and audiences.
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Psychographics - Challenges
TH INK ABOUT YOUR IDE AL CUS TOMER
What scares them:

LIS T 1-3 MOS T IMP ORTANT PROBLEMS/C HALLEN GES YOUR
I D E A L C U S TO M E R I S H AV I N G T H AT M A K E S T H E M A N I D E A L
CUS TOMER FOR YOUR BUSINESS

What keeps them up at night:

Paint Point 1:

What are their frustrations:

What are their pain points:

Paint Point 2:

What challenges are they facing:

Notes:

Paint Point 3:

Time to flesh out the personal details! Psychographics is a qualitative method used to
describe consumers on a psychological level with attributes such as personality, values,
opinions, attitudes, interests, and lifestyles. You can use psychographics in conjunction
with your demographic data to build a more thoughtful profile of your ideal target markets
and audiences.
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Bonus target audience questions
Still have a slightly foggy idea of your ideal customer? Visualising them as a real life person or group can really help clarify your research
and/or assumptions. Try to bring them to life with some of the fun details below!

Eye colour:

What is their favourite drink:

Hair colour:

What would they order if you took them for lunch:

What outfit would they wear to a catch up/meeting with you:

What must-haves do they always carry with them:

What vehicle do they drive/transport they take:

How would they greet you (wave/handshake/smile/hug/kisses etc):

What pet/s do they have:

What would they be up to after 5pm on a Friday:

TARGE T AUDIENCE
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HOW TO COLLECT

Your target audience information
There are heaps of ways to get the information needed to identify your ideal target audience
accurately:

{{ SET UP IN-PERSON INTERVIEWS
Have your sights on someone/the people you think you want to target? Seek them out
and see if they will have a sit down with you so you can pick their brains and get real inperson answers
{{ SURVEY AND POLL
Can’t get in the same room as the clients you want to target? Reach out in forums/
Facebook groups and set up a poll or survey they can fill out.
{ { R E S E A R C H YO U R A N A LY T I C S
Chances are you may have already set up a website and/or social media account for your
business, so this can be a great place to start just to check out what your audience is up
to/who they are/if they are who you want to be targeting/ where they are from etc.
{{ RESE ARC H YOUR COMPE TITORS
Know of another business in the same niche as you or who you think looks like they are
working with the clients you want to work with? Analyse the people interacting with their
brand through their social channels or via their website.
{{ DO SOME ELIMINATION
Sometimes sitting down and just writing down who you DON’T want to work with, and
their qualities
Assumptions and wishlists are absolutely fine to start out with especially since you are
choosing your ideal audience, but fact-checking some of the information you have written
down just ensures your dream clients do in fact exist and would find your product/service
appealing.

TARGE T AUDIENCE
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HOW TO CRAFT

Your customer profile
If you’ve never created a customer profile/avatar before, you

{{ ADD A QUOTE

may be wondering, what is a customer profile and why is it

What quote summarizes the character of your customer

important for my business?!

profile? Try to compose one statement that represents all
the values, goals and challenges of your avatar. Make it look

Customer Profile Definition – A customer profile (a.k.a.

like a real quote that they might say or send you in an email.

“customer avatar”) is a fictional person who represents a

This helps everybody relate to your buyer persona without

particular business’s ideal customer.

the need to read everything.

The purpose of creating a customer profile is to get crystal clear

Example quote “I love what I do but I wish I had more time

on who you are marketing to using the data you have begun to

to spend on client work than trying to learn how to edit my

gather about them. You can also have more than one ideal type

new website and update my social media”

of customer because sometimes your product or service is a
good fit for several different “types” of people, so you’ll just need
to create an avatar for each. That way, when you go to write
any given blog post, email or sales page, (or even create a new
product), you’ll know exactly which customer profile(s) you are
speaking to.
The first thing you’ll want to do when creating a customer profile
is create a short story about your customer avatar/profile. Include
details about their life and professional background, and touch

{{ TRY A “NEGATIVE ” PERSONA
A negative persona is a representation of who you don’t
want as a customer. For example, this could include a
persona who is too advanced (or maybe underskilled) for
your product or service, or potential customers whose
values or challenges do not align with your business. This
exercise can help clarify exactly who you want to work with
by clearly defining your ‘nightmare’ client (as oppose to your
‘dream’ client!).

upon all the psychographic data you have gathered that feels
relevant to your own business and service. Write down their

{{ TELL A STORY

story in the Bio section and make as many copies of the page as

Create a complete description of your ideal client, go into

necessary for your different audiences or segments.

extreme detail. Talk about the daily tasks this person does
at their job, what they do on the weekends with their family

This exercise is where you’ll actually write down everything

and friends, their innermost goals and desires. The more

that you know about your ideal customer with the idea being

details you can include the easier it will be for you to target

to create a really solid character that anyone in your business

this person as you implement your personal brand strategy.

OR that you are working with can use to better understand your

Include a photo of the person, and a moodboard, get visual!

target customers!
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NAME:

KEY IDENTIFIERS/ADJECTIVES:

ARCHET YPE:

ADD IMAGE HERE
Gender:

Age:
T H E Y VA LU E :

Quote:

Bio/Customer story:

Location:

Income:

Education:

Occupation:

Personality:

Brands they love:

Introvert

Extrovert

Analytical

Creative

Loyal

Fickle

Passive

Active

Spontaneous

Hobbies/interests:

GOAL S/ WAN TS:

Deliberate

Preferred info sources:
Social media
Internet/websites
Newspaper
In-person chats
Events/conferences

CUSTOMER PROFILE

C H ALLEN GES/PAIN P OINTS:

NAME:

KEY IDENTIFIERS/ADJECTIVES:

Jessica

Knowledgeable

ARCHET YPE:

ADD IMAGE HERE

busy blogger babe
Gender:

Age:

Female

25

I'm an entrepreneur who loves what I do, and
i want my website to reflect my emerging
style but don't have the time to learn how!
Bio/Customer story:
Jessica is a 25 year old fashion blogger from New
Zealand, who has a university degree in commerce.
jessica loves sitting and drinking an americano while
working out of a little corner cafe on her fashion
blog. She brings her laptop everywhere and is
passionate about helping her audience feel confident
to dress to the latest trends. Jessica herself loves
timeless but relaxed outfits so she can go from
working at home out to a business meeting without
worry. She has just left a full time job at a local
bank to pursue her blogging and is doing really well,
so well that her little business has her so busy
she can only just keep up with the blogging side of
it.
She is exhilarated with how her career has taken off
but now has little time to learn the more businessy
side of blogging. She knows she needs a professional
website to attract her ideal clients plus have a
place for her current audience to connect with
her, but has a medium sized budget so needs to find
a great designer at a good price. She is tech savvy
and follows a lot of designers on social media but
isn't sure which one is best for her site needs. She
is committed to seeing her business succeed so is
willing to invest in an efficient, communicative and
reliable website designer.
CUSTOMER PROFILE

Enthusiastic
T H E Y VA LU E :

Income:

Location:
Quote:

Time-poor

60k+

AKL, NZ

Occupation:

Education:

University degree

Efficiency
Reliability

Fashion blogger
Creativity

Personality:

Brands/products they love:

Introvert

Extrovert

Analytical

Creative

Decjuba
Loyal

Fickle

Her Macbook air

Passive

Active

Aesop handcream

Spontaneous

Deliberate

GOAL S/ WAN TS:

get a Professional, unique website
spend more time on blogging

Huffer
ensure customers can find her

Hobbies/interests:

Ted talks

Preferred info sources:
Social media
Internet/websites

going to the gym

C H ALLEN GES/PAIN P OINTS:

little time to learn site design

Newspaper

good budget but not massive

netflix docos

In-person chats

creative cooking

Events/conferences

Lots of designers to choose from

CUSTOMER PROFILE
MOODBOARD

ADD IM AGES HERE THAT RE FLEC T YOUR IDE AL
CLIENT’S TASTE, LIFEST YLE AND THE SORTS OF
T H I N G S T H AT M OT I VAT E T H E M !
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CUSTOMER PROFILE
MOODBOARD EX AMPLE

ADD IM AGES HERE THAT RE FLEC T YOUR IDE AL
CLIENT’S TASTE, LIFEST YLE AND THE SORTS OF
T H I N G S T H AT M OT I VAT E T H E M !
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HAVE A QUESTION?
FEEL FREE TO EMAIL ME
louisa@4contactuk.co.uk

www.4contactuk.co.uk

